In-situ elastic strain mapping during micromechanical testing using EBSD
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A B S T R A C T

Compared to more commonly used strain measurement techniques, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) offers improved spatial resolution and measurement sensitivity. Additionally, EBSD can provide the full deformation tensor, whereas other techniques, such as digital image correlation (DIC), are limited to only in-plane strains and rotations. In this work, EBSD was used to measure strains and rotations in-situ during testing of a single-crystal silicon micromechanical test specimen. The theta-like specimen geometry was chosen due to the complex and spatially-varying strain states that exist in the circular frame of the sample during testing, as well as the nominally uniform strains in the central web. Full-field strain maps were generated for each strain and rotation component and compared to those from finite element analyses (FEA), showing strong agreement in all cases. Additionally, potential sources of error and their impact on both measurement accuracy and uncertainty are discussed.

Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

In-situ observation of micromechanical tests has become increasingly common, particularly through the development of electron microscope-compatible mechanical testing platforms. This capability allows for direct measurement of strain during the test, and a number of techniques have been developed for doing so [1]. For tests conducted in a scanning electron microscope (SEM), the most commonly used of these techniques is digital image correlation (DIC), where the location of individual features on the surface of the sample are tracked throughout the test and strain maps are generated based on the relative displacements between these markers [2]. In the SEM environment, this technique is limited to two dimensions, meaning that only the in-plane components of the deformation tensor can be measured. There are other techniques available that can also operate at this size scale, including Raman microscopy [3], X-ray diffraction [4], and a handful of others. However, these techniques all come with their own limitations and complications.

There is an SEM-based technique that can measure the full 3-D deformation tensor: electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). Commonly referred to as the Wilkinson method, this technique involves capturing EBSD patterns from multiple locations on the sample, typically in a line scan or rectangular map, and then analyzing differences between the patterns to calculate the relative deformations between them [5,6]. This cross-correlation process is similar to the feature tracking involved in 2-D DIC; however, because EBSD patterns are representative of reciprocal space and not the actual specimen surface, it is possible to extract 3-D information. This means that the entire deformation tensor, including out-of-plane strains and rotations can be determined.

The Wilkinson method has been successfully used to measure strains in epilayer films, typically SiGe on Si, where the strain state in the film is simple and well-defined [6,7]. More complex strain states have been measured ex-situ in the vicinity of indents and cracks in Si and Ge, and shown good agreement with other techniques and expected values [3,8].

In more recent years, EBSD has been utilized to measure strains and rotations in-situ during various types of mechanical tests. These include four-point bending of single-crystal Si [7], uniaxial tension of steel [9], micropillar compression of GaAs [10,11] and Ti [12], and micro-cantilever bending in single-crystal W [13]. These works all show that EBSD can be used to measure strains in-situ while an external mechanical load is applied to the sample. The work presented here will extend this concept to a micromechanical specimen with a much more complicated geometry, leading to more complex and spatially-varying strain states in some areas. Additionally, an area of the sample expected to have a uniform strain state will be used to address both the accuracy and uncertainty of in-situ EBSD strain measurements.
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2. Experiment

2.1. Specimen design and fabrication

The design and fabrication of the theta-like specimens used here has been described in detail previously [14]. In short, specimens were fabricated from silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers using standard microfabrication processes. In this specimen, the central web is the primary area of interest and was designed to have a width of 8 μm. For the individual sample used in this work, this web width was measured to be 6.9 μm. This offset is caused by a combination of lithography biases and etching undercut. Additionally, the sample thickness was measured to be 24.1 μm. These measured dimensions were used in all subsequent analyses and models.

2.2. In-situ EBSD measurements

The in-situ EBSD experiments were conducted in a JEOL 75M7100 FE-SEM equipped with an Oxford NordlysNano EBSD detector. An accelerating voltage of 20 kV was used with a probe current of 3.2 nA. A 150 mN load was applied to the sample using a Hysitron PI85xR indentation system in load control mode with a conospherical tip featuring a 5 μm tip radius. The system was oriented such that the indentation axis was parallel to the axis of stage tilt. The SEM stage was tilted to 65° with a working distance of 13.5 mm, which allowed the EBSD detector to be fully inserted into the chamber. Fig. 1 shows an SEM image taken with the indenter tip in contact with the specimen. It should be noted that although this image was taken with a dynamic focus correction to ensure a totally in-focus image despite the large specimen tilt, this feature was turned off for all EBSD data collection, as the image distortions it causes at low magnifications were problematic for calculating strains and rotations.

Two different EBSD maps were collected. The first was 400 μm × 385 μm with a 1.5 μm step size, encompassing the entire theta specimen as well as some of the surrounding material. This data set was used for all strain and rotation calculations. The second map was 370 μm × 390 μm with a 10 μm step size taken from the unstrained Si away from the theta specimen. This second data set was used for calculating the effective EBSD camera pixel size and actual specimen tilt, both of which are required inputs for calculating strains and rotations at each data point in the map. After testing, the sample was removed from the indentation system so that the contact surface could be imaged in the SEM. From these images, both the specimen thickness and location of the contact point were determined. This location was used in the subsequent FEA analyses.

2.3. In-situ confocal measurements

To provide an additional check on the out-of-plane rotations measured by EBSD, the same in-situ experiment described above was carried out under a Zeiss LSM800 confocal microscope. This measurement provided the vertical position at each point on the sample, from which the out-of-plane rotations could be determined by calculating the surface normal. This technique is not capable of providing any information regarding strains or in-plane rotations. Thus, it was simply used as an additional check on the out-of-plane rotation.

2.4. Strain and rotation calculations

The commercial software package, CrossCourt3 [15], was used to calculate the strain and rotation components from the EBSD maps. For the cross-correlation process, 37 regions of interest (ROIs), each 256 pixels by 256 pixels in size, were arranged in two concentric circles about the intensity center of the backscatter pattern (EBSP). ROIs of this size have been shown to produce strain and rotation measurements with the highest precision [6], and the annular distribution provides uniform coverage in all directions with limited overlap, which increases computation time without improving the measurement precision.

Furthermore, to ensure that only data points truly on the top surface of the sample were included, a mask based on the pattern quality was applied to ensure that only high-quality patterns were being used. Additionally, a 1-pixel erosion was applied universally to the masked data set to exclude data points on corners or sidewalls of the sample. With the data set finalized in this state, all the strain and rotation data could be analyzed and plotted.

The data from the unstrained Si map was also analyzed using the same software; however, for this data the reference pattern was chosen as the center point in the map and a single ROI was placed at the pattern center. This ROI location is critical for this application as it makes the X- and Y-pattern shifts due to beam motion independent of one another.

2.5. Finite element analysis

The commercial software package, Abaqus, was used to perform FEA simulations for comparison with the experimental strains and rotations. The modeling procedure used here was similar to that described elsewhere [16], with a few notable differences. In short, quadratic tetrahedral elements were used in conjunction with an iterative mesh refinement algorithm based on the Mises stress error indicator to ensure convergence. Additionally, a skin of shell elements with effectively zero thickness and stiffness was added to the top surface of the model to allow rotations to be extracted, matching the crystal rotations measured experimentally.

The contact between the indenter tip and the sample was simulated by applying a surface traction along a specified vector almost normal to the surface to a circular region with a radius of 1.5 μm. Additionally, the magnitude of the surface traction was spatially varied radially with a Gaussian form to more closely resemble a sphere on plane contact. This approach allows an angular misalignment between the tip and specimen to be modeled. Because this angle cannot be accurately measured, it was determined by fitting the FEA data to the experimental data. To do this, the angular misalignment was varied until the ω2 value at the outer edge of the top hat matched the experimental value at the same location. This location was chosen as it should be essentially strain-free.
Fig. 2. Strain and rotation maps for each component measured in-situ using cross-correlative EBSD. The locations of reference points are identified by the small black circles at the top and bottom of the $\varepsilon_{31}$ map.

and the other rotation components should be minimal. An angular misalignment of 1.1° out of plane away from the surface normal of the top surface of the sample was determined and used in all subsequent modeling.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Calculation of effective pixel size and specimen tilt angle

The mechanical complexity of the in-situ experiment requires many additional degrees of displacement and rotational freedom be introduced when compared to EBSD on a static sample. Because the magnitude of the sample tilt determines the relationship between vertical EBSP shift and electron beam motion, a procedure for finding sample tilt empirically is required. The EBSD map from the unstrained silicon sample is well suited for determining both effective pixel size and specimen tilt simultaneously.

Although the camera pixels on the EBSD detector are square and have a defined physical size, microscope calibration and detector lenses allow the effective pixel size to be different from the physical pixel size. A map collected with identical microscope conditions from an unstrained region of the sample should yield shifts in the EBSP caused only by beam motion. Analyzing this map cross-correlation with a single ROI located at the pattern center separates the x- and y-components of the beam motion induced pattern shifts. The x-component of shift is fit with respect to x-motion of the beam to determine an effective pixel size for the detector and microscope calibration. Because the camera pixels of the EBSD detector are known to be square, the y-components of shift can be fit with respect to sample tilt using the effective pixel size from the x-direction. For this dataset, the effective pixel size and sample tilt were determined to be 24.0μm and 65.2°, respectively. This effective pixel size is very close to the camera pixel size of the EBSD detector, indicating the product of the EBSD detector's
lens magnification (nominally 1.0×) and the microscope’s magnification calibration error factor (ideally 1.0×) is near 1.0.

3.2. In-situ elastic strain and rotation mapping

Using the effective pixel size and sample tilt from 3.1, cross-correlation strain measurement was performed with four different nominally deformation-free reference points. These points were located in the unstrained frame surrounding the sample and vertically aligned with the central web. Two points were chosen from the top of the map and two from the bottom. Multiple reference points were chosen to minimize the effect of any beam-positioning errors introduced by the SEM, which would lead to gradients in several of the calculated strain and rotation components. The strains and rotations at each point in the map from the different reference points were averaged together and the resulting maps are shown in Fig. 2. The exact locations of the reference points are identified as well.

There are several important aspects of these strain maps. First, because the stress state in the central web of the theta is known to be uniaxial tension, the strain state in the web is correctly measured to have a large positive value parallel to this direction ($\varepsilon_{22}$), smaller negative values in the orthogonal directions due to Poisson contraction ($\varepsilon_{11}$ and $\varepsilon_{33}$), and near-zero values for the shear components. Second, outside the web region complex strain states are observed, including stress intensification near filleted corners and complex rotations and shears in the top-hat region where the indenter contacts the theta structure. Third, there is a very clear out-of-plane rotation, $\omega_2$, showing that the specimen had deflected down (away from the top surface of the wafer) during the test. This bending behavior is caused by small misalignments between the indentation axis and the specimen midplane. This will be discussed in more detail in the following section. Next, although there are some gradients measured in the perimeter structure that is assumed to be strain- and rotation-free, the magnitude is only marginally larger than the noise level, and thus is not a major concern. Finally, the theta and its rectangular perimeter exhibit a slight skew, as evidenced by the corners at top and bottom of the map having non-right angles. The most likely cause of this is image distortion in the SEM that is difficult to avoid at low magnifications. Since the electron beam position must be precisely known to separate the beam motion and strain induced shifts of an ROI, small errors in beam placement (SEM image distortion) may also contribute to the otherwise anomalous gradients mentioned above [7].

3.3. Comparison with FEA

In addition to demonstrating the versatility of using EBSD to measure strain during in-situ experiments, a goal of this work is to establish the accuracy and uncertainty of strains measured during such experiments. The theta structure has been used previously because applied load can be used in conjunction with FEA to predict the uniaxial stress in the web. With the experimental setup in this work, the load can be set and strain on the front surface of the device can be measured everywhere, which should match FEA results. Since the strain in the web, $\varepsilon_{22}$, is directly related to the primary figure of merit for the theta structure (the tensile stress in the web), the EBSD and FEA results from $\varepsilon_{22}$ are presented in Fig. 3.

Comparing these two maps shows that location and spatial extent of the strain features matches extremely well. The largest strain magnitude is in the web, with compressive regions at the connection between the top-hat and base, as well as additional features near the indenter contact site and where the web joins the ring. Similar agreement is found between the EBSD and FEA results on the other 8 strain and rotation components and is shown in full in Fig. S1 in the supplemental info. To assess the agreement in a more quantitative fashion, the EBSD and FEA values were extracted on a line along the central web of the sample. This data is presented in Fig. 4.

For this data set, there were four columns worth of pixels from the EBSD map contained within the gauge section of the central web. These four values have been averaged for each map row to form the data presented in Fig. 4, with the shaded envelope representing the min-max range for each map row. This presentation allows visual interpretation of both the accuracy and uncertainty of the measurement. From this plot, the strong agreement between the measured and expected values of $\varepsilon_{22}$ and $\varepsilon_{33}$ can be clearly observed. This holds true not only in the gauge section, where the values are nominally uniform, but also outside the web in the outer frame of the sample where more complex strain gradients exist. The average value of each individual component, along with its uncertainty, defined as one standard deviation (1σ), over the entire gauge section is summarized in Table 1.

The agreement between simulation and experiment is good with the expected value from FEA falling within 1σ of the EBSD-measured value for most components. Additionally, the strain sensitivity from EBSD measurements, typically defined as the standard deviation of a set of nominally uniform measurements, has been previously determined to be approximately 2 × 10^{-4} [5.6.8], which
also agrees with the uncertainty measured here. For those values where the expected value does not fall within 1σ of the measured value, or the uncertainty is larger than expected, there are two potential sources of error.

The first is the observed image distortion discussed previously. Accurate calculation of strain and rotation components requires accurate knowledge of the beam position, and image distortion introduces error in beam position that is unaccounted for. The second is that the overall pattern quality observed during the in-situ experiments was noticeably reduced when compared to typical EBSD patterns from solid Si wafers, as shown in Fig. S2 in the supplemental information. Both of these issues could reduce accuracy and increase uncertainty in the calculation of EBSD pattern shifts.

As shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1, the EBSD results show a large (5 mrad) rotation of the theta out of plane around the 2 direction, ω2. In a perfectly ideal experiment, the contact between the indenter and sample occurs exactly in the center of the thickness and is exactly normal to the surface. This ideal case should result in essentially zero out-of-plane rotations. However, given the large number of mechanical degrees of freedom, a small misalignment (both spatial and angular) between the indenter axis and the neutral axis of the theta is not surprising. As previously mentioned, the spatial and angular misses from ideal for this experiment were determined to be 2μm and 11°, respectively, and these values were incorporated into the FEA models. Thus, for this rotation, the FEA alone is not sufficient to validate the experimental values, making the in-situ confocal measurements necessary. Confocal microscopy provides the surface height at a given location, from which the surface normal can be determined by fitting a local plane. Maps of this displacement from confocal and FEA can be seen in Fig. S3 in the supplemental information. The rotation is then simply the deviation of the measured surface normal from vertical. It should be noted that both ω1 and ω2 can be measured this way, but ω1 is very small and of little consequence for this sample geometry. The maps of ω2 from all three techniques are shown in Fig. 5.

As stated above, since the FEA model was set up so that the ω2 rotation matched the experiment, the agreement between those maps should be expected. However, the confocal map is an independent measurement and shows strong agreement, both in the spatial distribution of gradients and in the overall magnitude of the rotation. To further quantify this agreement, a line scan from the indentation location through the center of the theta base is provided in Fig. 6.

Again, this plot shows good agreement between all three techniques. It is important to remember that this out-of-plane rotation is not measurable by most techniques, such as DIC or Raman microscopy. And while confocal microscopy can provide this information, it cannot be used to measure strains of any kind, or in-plane rotations for that matter, on its own. Thus, the ability to measure the full deformation tensor from EBSD provided the insight necessary to determine the experimental misalignment responsible for observable differences between the ideal and real-life experiments. This is important because sample alignment in nano- and micro-scale mechanical tests is not trivial and even in-situ experiments often lack the depth perception required to be able to visualize this alignment in 3-D. Without a direct measurement of the out-of-plane deformation, one would have to rely on the measured compliance and/or shape of the load-displacement curve to determine if the sample was properly aligned and if any undesired bending moments were being applied during the test.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FEA</th>
<th>EBSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ε_{11}</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-0.07 ± 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_{22}</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.49 ± 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_{33}</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.04 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_{12}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.03 ± 0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_{23}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.07 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε_{31}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω_{1}</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω_{2}</td>
<td>-4.78</td>
<td>-4.47 ± 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ω_{3}</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.19 ± 0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusions

(1) Wilkinson-style EBSD strain analysis has been used to map strains and rotations in-situ during micromechanical testing of a single-crystal Si sample. Measured strains and rotations showed excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement with those predicted from FEA simulations.

(2) In the gauge section of the sample, where the stress state is known to be uniaxial tension and the only rotation is out-of-plane due to misalignment with the indenter, most of the strain and rotation components were measured to be within one standard deviation (1σ) of the expected value from FEA. Additionally, the uncertainties for each component were comparable to previously published values of measurement sensitivity. Any observed inaccuracies or increased uncertainty are likely due to either image distortion in the SEM or reduced EBSD pattern quality compared to typical EBSD measurements.

(3) The out-of-plane rotation caused by small misalignments between the sample and the indenter tip was measured by EBSD (and verified by confocal microscopy). For small-scale mechanical tests, these small misalignments are very difficult to avoid and nearly impossible to measure directly. Combined with the FEA modeling, these measurements allowed the misalignments to be quantified in a way that most other in-situ strain measurement techniques, which provide only 2-D information, could not provide. This clearly illustrates one of the primary advantages of EBSD over other techniques.

(4) The ability to accurately measure strains and rotations in specimens at this size scale suggests that it is possible to measure them in real-world devices of a similar size. If a micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) device has a complex geometry where large strain gradients are present during use, an in-situ measurement could allow these strains to be mapped directly, rather than relying solely on FEA. This could be especially important for the out-of-plane components, as MEMS devices often have tight clearances underneath moving components, or rely heavily on small vertical displacements for their operation. In-situ EBSD measurements would allow these out-of-plane strains and rotations to be measured directly.
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